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Introduction (1) 

Both scalar SU(2) doublets and singlets are compatible with ρ=1. One of the 
simplest extension is the 2 Higgs Doublet Model (2HDM): 

SUSY requires 2 Higgs: MSSM 

Peccei-Quinn model to remove CPV term in QCD Lagrangian 

Baryogenesis with CPV can be realized in 2HDM  

The general CP and flavor conserving double Higgs Lagrangian:  

The potential minimum is given by the following VEV: 

Three scalars are eaten by the W/Z bosons, with 5 remaining (2 charged, 1 
CP odd, and 2 CP even) 

[ G.C. Branco et al., Phys. Rep. 516 (2012) 1 ] 



for type I, and                                          for type II 
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Introduction (2) 
Both the two charged scalars and two pseudoscalars (η1,2) have the mass 
matrix form: 

After diagonalization, the zero-mass Goldstone scalars are eaten, and a 
massive H± and A0 remain. This give an important parameter: tanβ=v2/v1  

Another important angular parameter, α, diagonalizes the masses of 2 scalars 
(ρ1,2). Thus, we have 

In the alignment limit, α-β ~ -π/2, h is SM like and H decouples 

To avoid FCNC at tree-level, with terms like                                  , impose the 
discrete symmetry:   
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Charged Higgs production 
The general flavor-conserving Yukawa coupling for charged Higgs:  

The s-channel H± production matrix element is 

The largest matrix element corresponds to u=c, d=s/b (Heavy Quark Fusion), 
and                        . In the alignment limit and assuming H0 is heavier than H±, 
the main decay modes for H± are  

For type II: 
X=cotβ, 
Y=Z=-tanβ 

tanβ = mu /md

H+ → tb, H+ →W+A
In very high tanβ,                  
is also important  

H+ → τν
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Charged Higgs production 
The more interesting FCNC case is type III: in the Higgs basis, the two 
doublets can be rotated such that                                              . The quark 
sector Yukawa: 

Φ1 = 0,υ / 2( )
T
, Φ2 = 0,0( )T

In general, it is impossible to diagonalize M and Y simultaneously. The 
charged sector reads   

Of course all H± couplings are flavor changing, but we can have the flavor 
mixing scenario of H±-c-b coupling, which is closely related to FCNC H0-t-c: 

V is CKM matrix 

According to Cher-Sher Ansatz:                            , we have the matrix 
element for type III               production:  

ŶF = λ ij
F 2mim j / υ

cb→H+

[ H.J. He, C.P. Yuan, PRL 83 (1999) 28 ] 
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Charged Higgs through HQF 

When                opens, the BR of             drops significantly A→ tc, tc A→ ττ

[ X. Chen, H.J. He, R.Q. Xiao, C. Zhang, work to be submitted] 



Charged Higgs search in ATLAS (H->τν) 

Low-mass High-mass 

[ JHEP03 (2015) 088 ] 



Charged Higgs search in ATLAS (H->τν) 
  Model independent and MSSM (      ) search limits: 

Low mass High mass 
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Charged Higgs search in ATLAS (H0->W+H-) 

Charged Higgs search has also been carried out in the cascade decays:  

One W decays leptonically, and one 
hadronically 
BDT analysis with input varianles m(bb), 
m(bbW), m(bbWW), ΔRbb, mT 
Different BDT for different signal mass points 

expected observed/
expected 

[ PRD 89, 032002 (2014) ] 



Search in pp->tbH±->tbAW± 
[ B. Coleppa, F. Kling, S. Su, JHEP12 (2014) 148 ] 

NLO pb 
Type II Look at  

One W decays hadronically, one leptonically  

Divide into 0/1/2 lepton (e/µ) signal regions 

Main background                  . Signal xsec is 
at sub-fb level after cuts 

t t , t tττ,Wττ

300 fb-1 

100 fb-1 

1000 fb-1 

300 fb-1 

pp→H±tb



 The s-channel search in pp->H±->tb 

95% CL exclusion contours 

[ M. Hashemi, G. Haghighat, arXiv:1511.00874 ] 

MSSM         scenario signal 
Very large background from ttbar and 
single top 
Use the boosted topology of top from 
H± decay – use HepTopTagger 
tb mass bump hunting – able to detect 
charge Higgs at ~1 TeV 

mh
max
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Charged Higgs through HQF 
Our main search channels are s-channel H± production with  

H± →W±A→ lνττ H± →W±A→ jjττ: trilepton channel, : dilepton channel 

In the trilepton channel, to fight background, we only take the 3-lepton (e/µ) , 
in which there is no Opposite-Sign-Same-Flavor pair (3l-no-OSSF), and 2-
lepton+τh where the leptons are of Same-Sign (SS-2l+τh). A jet veto (Njet≤1) is 
required in 3l-no-OSSF (SS-2l+τh) is required to suppress the top 

3l-no-OSSF: 

SS-2l+τh: 

σ
H± ×BR(H± →W±A→ lνττ) =1 fb is assumed in the table 

[ X. Chen, H.J. He, R.Q. Xiao, C. Zhang, work to be submitted] 
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Angular variables 

Five angular variables. Can be used for both mass reco. and background reduction 
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Mass reconstruction 
To reconstruct the A and H± mass, a χ2 is minimized per event: 

Rx is the ratio x1/(x1+x2), where x1,2 are the fractional variables used in the di-
tau collinear mass reconstruction 

P4 is a penalty term to correct for the cases where the wrong solution of         
from W decay is picked, as its solution is two-fold 

pz
mis
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Mass reconstruction 
without penalty term with penalty term 

There is still a two-fold ambiguity in assigning the two SS leptons to W and A 
decay – determined by the minimization as well. The reconstructed mass: 

Collins-Soper frame 
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Multi-Variant Analysis 
The angles and other kinematic variables can be used together in a MVA 
algorithm, such as Boosted Decision Trees (BDT), for the best signal-
background separation 
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BDT output 
The signal-background separation is evident in the BDT output distributions. 
However, as we don’t know the new scalar masses a priori, the analysis is 
mass dependent (one BDT training for each mass point) – analogous to the 
mass bump hunting 

Separate the simulation samples into two halves, one for training and the 
other for testing. The results are always based on the test samples 

Specifically, gradient BDT is used. Overtraining is controlled by the MaxDepth 
parameter – we try to avoid the BDT being sensitive in the statistical 
fluctuation in the training sample, but try to avoid sacrificing discriminations if 
being too coarse 
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Dilepton search channel 
Although the                            channel suffers from larger background, it also 
has the advantage of A, H± mass reconstruction without ambiguity. The 
dilepton channel is further divided into                          subchannels 

H± →W±A→ jjττ

τlτl

τlτh

τlτl, τlτh, τhτh
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Dilepton search channel 
The ditau mass reconstruction is according to the Missing Mass Calculator 
(MMC): 

τlτl

τlτl

τlτh

τlτh

τhτh

τhτh
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Combined sensitivity 
Cut-and-count analysis in each sub-channel based on the BDT output. The 
combined exclusion is through the following asymptotic formulas: 

,  with and Z = Zi
2

i∑ , Zi = 2si − 2bi ln 1+
si
bi

"

#
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Model independent 95% CL limit on                                            :  σ
H± ×BR(H± →W±A→W±ττ)
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Model dependent limits 

Type II 

Type II 

Type III 

Type III 
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Charged Higgs in SppC 
At 100 TeV pp collision SppC, the main production channel is still        . For 
charged Higgs with a mass of 500 GeV, the enhancement factor is about 90 
and even higher for larger masses 

tbH±

MSSM is the most studied case. Compared to the generic 2HDM type II: 
No upper bound on the lightest Higgs 
Higgs self-coupling is arbitrary 
Mixing angle α is arbitrary (dependent on scalar masses and tanβ in MSSM) 
Decay of                   is allowed (kinematically forbidden in MSSM) H± →W±A

[ CEPC-SppC Pre-CDR ] 
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Charged Higgs in SppC 
Main search channels for charged and neutral Higgs at SppC: 

The blue and green excluded regions 
corresponds to 

: blue 

: green 

The cross-hatched and dashed regions 
correspond to expected LHC excluded 
regions with 300 and 3000 fb-1 

The two channel are complementary and 
extend the LHC reach significantly 

When H0 is lighter than H±, 
the following decays are 
also important: 

[ CEPC-SppC Pre-CDR ] 
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Charged Higgs via flavor searches 

B→Xsγ

B→D(∗)τν
B→D(∗)lν Indirect search for charged Higgs can be 

carried out at LHCb and future SuperB 
 
   Bu/d physics:  
    τ physics: 
    Bs physics 
    Mixing parameters 

B→ τν

τ→µγ

[ Charged 2012 ] 

The interest in charged Higgs is large enough for the formation of 
dedicated conference series in Uppsala: Charged 2006, 2008, …, 2014 
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Summary 

Charged Higgs is a benchmark of the 2HDM. Searching for a charged 
Higgs is being carried out directly at LHC 

Apart from the traditional search channels of associated charged 
Higgs production and                decays, the production through s-
channel Heavy Quark Fusion and/or the decay                can provide a 
clean signal and extra sensitivity 

H+ → tb, τν
H+ →W+A

Our study in the HQF channel shows that a changed Higgs with              
at sub-fb level can be achieved with HL-LHC runs 

σ×BR

Although direct searches are hard, the reach for charged Higgs can 
be significantly extended in future high energy colliders, such as SppC 

Charged Higgs can be searched indirectly via precision flavor physics 


